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POPLAR’S STORY

POPLAR is located in The Morrison House, a registered historic landmark, built circa 1885. It
is an example of fine architecture at the turn of the 19th century. As in the case of many late
Victorian houses it combines motifs and characteristics of different styles in a truly eclectic
fashion.

It is located at a corner on POPLAR Street, in the historic Fourth Ward District in Uptown
Charlotte neighbor to row townhomes and Victorian houses with charming front entrances.
Fourth Ward has been home to the first American woman to secure a patent for architectural
design, the first black mayor of this Southern City, the resting place for heroes of the
Revolution, a place where an old burned church became an Arts Center among many other
interesting occupants.

This Registered Historic Charlotte Landmark is named after the family of Robert Hall
Morrison, the founder of Davidson College. The Morrisons, a family deeply involved in the
political and intellectual life of Charlotte, owned the home for over 40 years.

The Morrison House has been preserved, restored and transformed into a warm and inviting
Tapas and Wine Bar. POPLAR has quickly become a favorite of locals and a beloved
neighborhood spot.



EVENTS AT POPLAR
Located in the quaint Fourth Ward District, it is one of the very few venues in
Charlotte’s Uptown District that provides you a special location for a memorable
experience. With its uniqueness and charm, elegantly decorated and filled with
original artwork and antiques, POPLAR provides a unique atmosphere that can’t
be matched. It is the ideal spot to entertain employees, clients, prospects, and
friends.

We offer a tastefully decorated venue for social and corporate gatherings, with an
offering of a delicious and versatile food menu, desserts and a fully curated bar.

CORPORATE
Work Meetings 
Retreats 
Corporate Parties 
Team Outings 
Holiday Parties 

SOCIAL
Rehearsal Dinners
Engagement Parties
Cocktail Parties
Birthday Celebrations
Anniversary Parties 
Baby /Bridal Showers
Small Weddings

Events of many types can be held and accommodated, including:



SPACES AVAILABLE

DAVIDSON ROOM - 20 to 24 guests

Our stunning front room full of light & elegance.

ART ROOM - 20 to 24 guests

Our grand back room filled with magical artwork.

THE LOUNGE - 12 to 16 guests

Our back room with an intimate feel and a bar.

THE BAR - 10 to 12 guests

Our elegant customized oak bar room.

BOARD ROOM - 8 to 10 guests

Elegantly furnished with a 100 year old chandelier.

1st FLOOR

2nd FLOOR



SPACES AVAILABLE

LEFT PATIO - 30 to 32 guests RIGHT PATIO - 30 to 36 guests

THE COURTYARD - 16 to 20 guests

FRONT PATIOS

BACK PATIOS

TERRACE- 6 to 8 guests
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